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Expanding the Structural
Repertoire of G-Quadruplexes
A crystal structure in this issue by Pan and colleagues
adds a new dimension to nucleic acid quadruplex struc-
tural biology by revealing an RNA quadruplex with
bulged uridines.
Quadruplexes or tetraplexes are stable nucleic acid struc-
tures made up of base-quartets stacked upon one an-
other. Most often these bases are guanines, which form
the most stable quartets (Figure 1). G-quadruplexes are
believed to be involved in several biological processes,
such as regulating telomerase activity, transcriptional
repression, and translational control (Darnell et al., 2001;
Siddiqui-Jain et al., 2002; Zahler et al., 1991). In the
future, it is likely that G-quadruplexes will be found to
be involved in additional biological processes.
Until this structure by Pan and colleagues (Pan et al., Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the Parallel RNA Tetraplex
2003 [this issue of Structure]), the interaction surface (Quadruplex)
of quadruplexes was thought to be limited to the loop The bulged uridines are shown in black and the G-quartets and
U-quartet are in blue.sequences and the shallow grooves of the quadruplex.
This structure shows that G-quadruplexes have the ca-
pability of bulging out uridine bases. In their structure
the bulged out uridine is oriented such that the Watson- is partly due to the fact that in crystal structures bulged
Crick edge faces outward, making it available for inter- out bases are making interactions with neighboring mol-
actions. In other G-quadruplex structures, internal py- ecules, frequently through other bulged out bases.
rimidines or adenosines stack into the quadruplex. Pan In the future it will be interesting to determine the
and coworkers also have an example of a U-quartet in structure of quadruplexes containing bulged out non-
their structure that caps the bottom of the quadruplex. symmetric nucleotides. For example, instead of sym-
Two NMR structures of DNA quadruplexes containing metric uridines bulging out, what happens to the quadru-
internal pyrimidines show both thymine and cytosine plex structure with a single nucleotide bulge? One would
quartets form and stack between G-quartets. Unlike predict that a nonsymmetric nucleotide would be flipped
G-quartets, only one hydrogen bond is observed be- out of a G-quadruplex so as to maximize the stacking
tween the pyrimidines (Patel et al., 2000; Patel and Ho- of the G-quartets, and this structure would likely be
sur, 1999). The ability of pyrimidines to adopt either a almost as stable as a G-quadruplex without a bulge.
bulged out conformation or a quartet stacked into the Duplexes containing two- and three-nucleotide bulges
quadruplex might be due to the smaller surface area of have been observed; will we find these types of struc-
pyrimidines for stacking as well as the single hydrogen tures in quadruplexes? If bulges are easily incorporated
bond forming between pyrimidines in the quartet. and do not inhibit quadruplex formation, this greatly
The stacking of a base in or out of a quadruplex is increases the possible number of sequences that can
reminiscent of a base being bulged out or stacked into form G-quadruplex structures.
a DNA or RNA helix. Many structures of DNA and RNA One of the most interesting questions left to answer
duplexes containing unpaired bases have been solved concerns the biological role of G-quadruplexes con-
using X-ray crystallography and NMR (reviewed in Her- taining bulges. For example, are there proteins that rec-
mann and Patel, 2000), and bulged out and stacked in ognize a G-quadruplex containing a bulge? There are
conformations in many different orientations have been many examples for specific protein recognition of RNA
observed. It is interesting to note that in crystal struc- helices containing bulges.
tures, bases are more likely to be bulged out, while in
NMR structures the bases are usually found stacked
into the helix. This correlation holds true for the very
J. Andrew Berglundlimited dataset of quadruplexes as well. In the X-ray
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addition, a summary of the CASP 5 experiment will beOrder, Disorder, and Flexibility:
published soon in Proteins.Prediction from Protein Sequence The paper in this issue of Structure (Linding et al.,
2003b) describes the development of a new computa-
tional tool for prediction of unstructured regions, Dis-
EMBL. It consists of three separate predictors that are
The new predictor of disordered protein regions (dis-
trained on different datasets: residues within loops/coils
EMBL) introduced in this issue of Structure (Linding
(as defined by DSSP), residues within hot loops (loops
et al., 2003b) represents a computational tool devel-
with high B-factors from X-ray crystal structures), and
oped to aid structural biologists in the design of pro-
residues with missing coordinates (from PDB X-ray crys-
tein constructs that avoid disordered protein regions
tal structures). Although disEMBL only marginally out-
in order to increase the success rate of structure de-
performs the older version of PONDR in the prediction
termination. of intrinsic disorder, its ability to predict other features
related to disorder, such as loops/coils and hot loops,
Proteins can be very pliable molecules. The dogma that has significant potential.
a rigid globular protein structure is always a prerequisite A limitation of the previous work in this area has been
for protein function is becoming obsolete. Indeed, the the simplified two-state classification into order and dis-
call to reassess the standard protein structure-function order (or folded and unfolded). The partitioning of resi-
paradigm (Wright and Dyson, 1999) is being answered dues into different flexibility groups is a novel feature
by an increasing number of publications during the last of the current paper. This systematic consideration of
few years (reviewed in Tompa, 2002) and Figure 1. The different flexibility types could eventually lead to a better
recognition that numerous proteins and protein regions understanding of protein function and could help in the
perform functions that require the lack of folded globular development of more accurate predictors of protein 3D
structure (Dunker et al., 2002; Dyson and Wright, 2002; structure. Moreover, the complementarity of the Dis-
Iakoucheva et al., 2002) has opened new perspectives EMBL predictors (especially hot loops and missing coor-
on protein structure-function relationships. dinates predictors) provides additional support to the
Intrinsically unstructured proteins and regions, which hypothesis that both disorder and flexibility indeed have
are also known as natively unfolded and intrinsically numerous flavors. The partitioning of the disordered pro-
disordered, differ from structured globular proteins and tein regions into different flavors based on amino acid
domains with regard to many attributes, including amino composition, disordered region location and biological
acid composition, sequence complexity, hydrophobicity, function has also been recently suggested (Vucetic et
charge, flexibility, and type and rate of amino acid sub- al., 2003).
stitutions over evolutionary time. These differences can The cases where the DisEMBL predictors disagree
be utilized to predict intrinsic order and disorder from with each other suggest an area for further exploration.
the amino acid sequence. The first computational tool If a region is predicted to be ordered by the loops/coils
that indicated the predictability of disordered regions predictor and it is predicted to be disordered by the
from protein sequence (Romero et al., 1997) was a neural hot loops and missing coordinates predictors, this may
network predictor, later named PONDR (Predictor of indicate false positive predictions by the latter two pre-
Naturally Disordered Regions). Several other disorder dictors. On the other hand, the prediction of disorder by
predictors have been published since then (Uversky et loops/coils and hot loops predictors but not by missing
al., 2000; Liu and Rost, 2003; Linding et al., 2003a). The coordinates predictor may suggest the type of disorder
recent Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Predic- specific only for protein regions characterized by high
tion (CASP) included prediction of disorder for the first B-factor values.
time. Brief description and the results of this blind predic- Using varying window sizes (from 3 to 51 residues)
tion experiment can be found at the CASP 5 homepage for training is an especially interesting feature of the
DisEMBL predictors. Since the various PONDRs to date(http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/casp5/Casp5.html). In
